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Oral History Summary: Renate Rosenau, December 30, 2003 
 
Renate Rosenau, born July 1941 in Sayn und Rhine, a suburb of Bendorf, Germany, to Wilhelm 
Rosenau and Rosa Rosenau von Ens [PH], describes: her father, a first-generation Berliner and 
doctor-specialist in mental diseases, and mother, a Protestant from Gdansk [Renate 
subsequently converting to Catholicism]; her father being denied a promised medical post in 
February 1933 because he was a Jew; an elder sister and two brothers, and a younger sister 
born in 1947; after the war, her extended family of about twenty people seeking refuge with 
them because of their residence in the west (in the French occupation zone); never previously 
meeting any of her relatives because of the war; her father assuming his military service in WW 
I would keep him “if not a first-class citizen, at least a second”; her family struggling financially 
to survive; her father’s mental hospital being designated a Jewish hospital and thus collection 
point for German Jews, almost all of whom in 1942 were transported to the east; her family 
being spared transport by an appeal to the SS, stating that her father was the only remaining 
doctor in the area who could treat Jews (some of whom remained behind because they were 
needed, such as engineers) and that her parents were of a “privileged [i.e., mixed] marriage”; 
her mother working for her father as a midwife; on two occasions the SS coming to take her 
father but her father being spared when her mother insisted to the SS that if he were taken, 
she must be as well; her mother relating their wartime experiences to Renate in detail, but her 
father never speaking of them; her father being severely troubled by his experiences, beginning 
with the denial of his medical position in 1933; attempting to locate her grandparents’ graves in 
East Berlin; finding a man to restore the graves; researching family archives and connecting 
with surviving distant relatives; being half Jewish and having friends of diverse backgrounds and 
religions, but religion not playing an important part in her life; the importance of democracy 
and living in fear in the GDR; [asked about lessons of Nazism] Renate delves into the history of 
Nazi racial policies, eugenics, and development of sterilization and extermination programs, 
and the importance of remembering the victims individually and collectively. 
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